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About This Game

Welcome to Puzzle Island, a beautiful place where time stands still and there's nowhere you need to go. It's just you, the sand,
the palm trees and of course the lovely ocean.

But we wouldn't want you to get bored while you're here, so how about some puzzles to solve while the sun sets?

In each level of Puzzle Island VR you're given various objects such as crates, buckets, balls or planks. Equipped with some of
the most realistic ropes you've ever seen in a game, you'll need to somehow stack those objects to touch the glowing orb. Sounds

easy, right? Well it isn't always. Sometimes the wind will blow your boxes away or the force-field prevents you putting that
create exactly where you need it and often the solution is more challenging than simply stacking objects.

The puzzles will require you to think like an engineer, keep cool like a martial arts grand-master, have a steady hand like a
marksman and also think outside of the box like an inventor.

But sometimes it does get a bit lonely on this beach, that's why Puzzle Islands automatic matchmaking will find other players
that are working on the same level as you and match you up in a multiplayer session. But all levels in Puzzle Island are designed

to work in single- and multiplayer.

Features

Beautiful and realistic island: Perfect for presenting the capabilities of VR
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Super cool rope physics: Swing them and fling them, pretty amazing.

Seamless Multiplayer: No searching or waiting, just play and maybe others will join.

No time limits: Relax, become one with Puzzle Island and take as long as you need to solve the puzzles.

Future features

We have a lot more planned, please take a look at the early access description to see what's still to come.
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puzzle island vr

going to be completely honest with you guys...

im kinda disapointed seen the dlc i was thinking hell yeah this is going to be awesome im going to be able to turbo cars and all
that super charge cars and yeah

turns out theres only like 1 motor with a turbo..
theres no super charge upgraded
no changable pullys for said super charger
hardly anything for the i6 motor
like come on guys... cant you just go all out for once... would be really really nice...

if u guys by any chance need some help hell message me... i have a tone of ideas for you guys that would make your game 110%
better i can promise you that

on another note
yes i do like this it dose change the game up abit
im just disapointed on how little was in this pack really

. I really recommend this game to anyone that loves survial and text based games. This has so many decisions that it will leave
you playing it for hours.. "Shikkoku no yami yori gudon'naru chikara ni aragau hangyaku no kiba! Ima, k\u014drin seyo!
Ekush\u012bzu Sh\u014dkan! Ranku Yon! D\u0101ku Riberion Ekush\u012bzu Doragon!". In the vein of Cinders, Solstice also
explores the ways in which systems can trap individuals in loops of destructive behavior. The original setting and story allow for
more freedom in plot direction, and the deuteragonist setup also permits more natural-feeling branching.. What an experience.
An awful HOG with just a few rooms repeating themselves all over. Plus, it crashes sometimes.. Feels sloppy and unfinished. I'd
rather play qop series again.. yes, is not cool as Limbo, but if you like this kind on games it's worth grabbing it. Addictive!!!.
BESTEST GAME I TOTALLY RECOMMEND IT OMGERD OLD MEMORIES :DD
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While still rough around the edgeds and obviously early-access, the dev is very listening and working hard, and the game is
improving fast...

I have no doubt, that Erranorth is a jewel in the making.... So...it's a VEHICLE based game...that is essentially an excuse to
make the controls really annoying to deal with. But at the REAL heart of it, it's a resource management game and you are
collecting resources, that's all, and you're controlling "drones" for the whole game. So get ready for constantly getting stuck on
everything, because that's the main mechanic of the game (not flying drones, driving ones). And it's sluggish intentionally, on
top of that. The frame-of-view is insanely high (to emulate a "vehicle") and the controls are slow to respond.

So the entire game is just filler to give you something to do while you explore the narrative. I can respect that, narratives
themselves are rewarding, and this game has a PRETTY GOOD ONE as far as I'm concerned (I love me some sci-fi as long as it
doesn't involve magic). But...is it a fun game?

I don't think I can say so.

WHAT THE GAME NEEDS THAT IT DOESN'T HAVE: An actual vehicle. The high frame of view does not cut it. Combined
with the repetitive goals (resources!) it kills the entire game including the interesting narrative.

Honestly? A little shocked that someone made a vehicle based game without implementing an actual vehicle.. what starts just as
another runner game appears to have much more deeper concept behind:
so first about the game - you run avoiding bigger obstacles and shooting lighter obstacles, this is already enough for the game,
and there are a lot of similar games in steam, but:
first - wall jumps. this is already a thing that is not usual for most runner games.
second: different visual modes. developer could definitely make 6 different games with these different modes, but he made one,
with all in one.
third: difficulties - its not that often met in quite simple ranner games.
and perhaps the biggest difference is music: first, game's a great music visualizer, so you can just have the game on to have light
music; then - three pleasant tracks included i just didn't expect to meet, and, finally, the ability to add your own music as to any
music player.
game's definitely worth to buy, 3 tracks alone cost more :). I wasn't observant enough to see that there was a crappy DRM that
only allows you to activate the game on 5 computers. I don't think it will pose a problem for me personally, apart from having to
deal with activation codes, but I hate the concept. It feels like I don't own this game fully, and if I cared enough it could affect
the way I deal with upgrades of my computers.
But I will probably only activate this once and wont install it ever again, as it seems quite boring. I will also make sure not to buy
anything from Apus Software or Three Donkeys LLC again.. Escape from Monkey Island is the weakest entry in the Monkey
Island Series and, oh boy, it didn't age well...

First of all, I played this game at release and I already thought at the time : " Why on earth did they choose 3D ??? it's so much
more detailed in 2D ."
Like for Ocarina of Time and FF7, time took it's toll, it's ugly and it will surely repulse some new player who wasn't raised with
this types of graphics. By comparison, Curse of monkey Island ( 2D ) is still beautiful, enjoyable and playable even if he's older.

Second, the control are clunky. Barely bearable with a controller, almost unplayable with a keyboard and even at launch time it
was chaotic. Be prepared to face frustration as you bump into walls, miss passage and other disturbances.

Last but not least : Monkey Kombat. Who the heck in the dev team thought that forcing the player to write down two linked
charts would be fun ?? It almost made me quit the game ! Opening Excel doesn't make me happy or even smile you know. It's
not fun !!!

On the plus side, story is good, art direction is good, dialogues and voice acting are great, characters are great.

To summarize, if you're new to the series, this game aged really badly, be prepared for frustration and some crash, if you're a
fan then you already love it.

Version 0.94 released:
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With this update we primarily added Oculus Touch support (via SteamVR). Oculus users with a 180 degree setup, can now snap
rotate with the joystick. For easier handling on the Oculus, teleportation can also be done by pressing the joystick forward.

Release notes. Version 0.92 Released:
Hello everybody

We added some improvements that affect the way some levels can be solved

Release notes. Major Update - Version 0.95 released:

Dear Puzzlers. New Update in the Works:

Hello everbody. Version 0.93 released:
And a few more bugs got squashed to make your stay at Puzzle Island even more enjoyable:

Release notes
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